LOVE BOURNEMOUTH PROUDLY PRESENTS

I'M BORED!
BOURNEMOUTH
CHALLENGE
SMILE.
BE KIND.
BE GENEROUS.
BE HELPFUL.
BE POLITE.

YOU CAN TURN THAT FROWN UPSIDE
DOWN.
AND HAVE LOTS OF FUN DOING IT!

1. Make a postcard with a picture of the
beach for everyone at home.
2. Write a story starting with... "You'll
never guess what happened on holiday..."
3. Using our beautiful Lower Gardens as
inspiration, design your perfect garden.
4. Have an indoor beach picnic with your
teddies / dolls.
5. Dress up as a seafront ranger - what
will you do for the day?
6. Make an indoor treasure hunt using
only beach-related items.
7. Selfie through a loo roll: pretend
you're looking through a pier telescope.
8. Recreate the beach at home: lay down
some towels & flap sheets like waves.

9. Make a land train at home by putting
lots of chairs together in a line.
10. Design your own paper aeroplane:
inspired by the Air Festival, perhaps?
11. Make a beach hut out of bedsheets and spend a night under the "stars"
12. Write a beach poem and read it
aloud to your family.
13. Make like Harry Paye and dress like a
pirate for the day!
14. Fish and chips for tea, toes in the
paddling pool - you're at the beach!
15. Recreate the Prom Cafe at home,
make a menu and serve your family!
16. Junk model a pirate shop, beach hut
or land train... or maybe PierZip?

17. Create a 'at the beach' top ten
Spotify list - Share your fave tunes!
18. Paint your feet and leave colourful
footprints on a big bit of paper! #LOF
19. Learn a card game, play a boardgame
– or even make a new boardgame up!
20. Write a limerick which includes the
words beach/ Bournemouth/ Poole.
21. Why not put on a puppet
show for family members at home?
22. From the top of the big wheel, draw
a pic of what you can see - be creative!
23. Find a BSO video on YouTube and
pretend to conduct them!
24. Why not create a home gym and
challenge a family member try it out?

25. Host an end of the Pier show in your
own home – dances, jokes and songs!
26. Can’t spend pennies at the Arcade,
make some colourful coin rubbings!
27. Draw around your
feet and design a pair of flip flops.
28. Be a #LOF superhero for the day –
what does your costume look like?
29. Design your own beach hut – is it
eco, glitzy or perhaps with a theme?
30. Finally, for a treat, enjoy a scoop of
ice cream with a chocolate stick!

